Oregon Worker Relief Fund

81%

Oregonian immigrant families served in the first 2 months by the OWRF ranged in size from single-person households to large families. 81% supported minor children; 63% had at least 2 dependent minor children. Separately, 73% had dependent adults.

$8,681,180

Since May 10, 2020, OWRF has delivered over $8.6 million in disaster relief throughout Oregon’s immigrant communities.

One in 10 Oregon children lives with a family member with no legal status.

Our Digital Inclusion Principle: build skills for a post-pandemic civic space. 29% of payments were instantly delivered by mobile phone.

Employment Industry of Relief Recipients

- Food Service 37.04%
- Agriculture 20.97%
- Janitorial & Housekeeping 20%
- Construction 7.50%
- Child Care 2.61%
- Other 10.98%

Financial Relief Distributed to Oregonians in Need

- Food Service: 37.04%
- Agriculture: 20.97%
- Janitorial & Housekeeping: 20%
- Construction: 7.50%
- Child Care: 2.61%
- Other: 10.98%

Analysts

Data analysis by Wavefront, Inc.

A collaboration of more than 100 community partners has come together to create the Oregon Worker Relief Fund, a rapid community-based system that provides temporary financial support for Oregonians who have been excluded from other safety net programs during the pandemic.

The Oregon Worker Relief Fund provides an opportunity for institutional philanthropy and individual donors, large and small, to support immigrant Oregon workers and ensure our collective prosperity.

Oregon is defined and enriched by diverse experiences, cultures, and traditions that connect neighborhoods to statehood.

Applicants can apply for relief by going to workerrelief.org!